
Paper 1: Senate Minutes  

 

Meeting attended by: a full list of attendees is available from 
emmet.cleaver@manchester.ac.uk  

Apologies: Giles Briscoe, Hendrik Mölder, Jin Han, Aleksandra Besevic, Teddy Jingxiu 
Ouyang 

Date: Thursday 7th December  

Time: 18:00 – 20:00 

Secretary: Jessica Mills (JM) 

Agenda Topic #1: Welcome, Quorum and Apologies 

RO’S welcomes Senate member and provides overview of the running order 
 

Action Items: None 

Agenda Topic #2: Explanation of Senate 

 
Ruth welcomes everyone to Senate, gives brief overview of how Senate works and what will be 
discussed today in the agenda  
 
Highlights rules and who can talk when. Highlights rules of red, orange, yellow card.  
 

Agenda Topic #3: Minutes of Previous Senate 

The previous minutes were taken as a true record 

Agenda Topic #4: State of the Union Report 

AT: informs students that SU has hired a new commercial director and that Black Friday sales 
were successful 

Action Items: EC to upload approved minutes to Students’ Union website.  

Agenda Topic #4: Steering Report and Steering Committee Minutes 

 

Ruth gives overview of steering report.  

Closing detention centres –  

Rename Academy 2 – given to committee  

Paper straws – given to committee  

Halal labels – Uni lobbying  

Support for sex workers – slightly amended  

Joe Clough – raises point of conflict of safe space  

Ruth – says that concerns were considered and no conflict with policy were found  
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Joe Clough – why is the university considering the grotesque code of conduct? 

Joe Clough – concerns were raised about advocating for sex workers  

Ruth -  

Joe Clough – it should be one of struggle rather than one of partnership  

Ruth – had we found if it did contradict Uni code of conduct we would’ve acted accordingly. But 
because we didn’t we find anything  

Joe Clough – just to clarify the SU could question the Uni on its grotesque code of conduct  

Joe Clough – given that the steering committees fully accountable to students, there’s some 
quite reactionary things including in the steering committee meetings. Can who-said-what be 
included in the minutes  

 

Ruth – first constitutional proposal. The structure of this one is a little bit different, a discussion 
about the role review. The structure is that if the first option doesn’t pass, we’ll have another 
vote on the second option. Alex will explain this.  

 

AT: First Option, this proposal is to change structure of elected officer. Gives background from 
3 years ago and where the role review idea came from. Identified two clear gaps, postgrad and 
international students were not being adequately catered for; this is where the idea for a role 
review came from. Consultations through various Exec Officer teams. Explains Role Review 
workshops as a tool for gaging student opinion on the topic. Gen Sec on Tour also used to 
gather student feedback. Directs senate to look at information in agenda pack to highlight the 
demand for International and Postgrad students.  

 

Jack Swan: can you remind us of the structure of the debate? 
 
Ruth: explains debate discussion  

Ferguson: asks how students were made aware of workshops  
 

AT: students contacted about workshops via email. Gen Sec on Tour promoted on social 
media. The referendum is open to all students. 

Ferguson: asks for clarification of roles e.g. new members? Repurposing?  

AT: explains how information was fully provided on the website and physical stalls were full 
information could be provided  

Jack Swan: asks for rationale why campaigns are being cut? And asks why the two broad 
themes of welfare and community are being brought together? 
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AT: all exec members work on their own campaigns. Campaigns Officer consistently attracts 
fewest numbers of candidates in the election, which perhaps shows a shift in priorities. We’re 
one of the few SU’s that still have a Campaigns Officer. Perhaps could be explained by the 
expansion of full time staff. Welfare and community goes hand in hand and is very much 
intertwined, both the current officers strongly believe both the roles should be merged.  

Rob Noon: challenges student engagement in referendum, highlights that less than 1% turnout 
in referendum. Campaigns Officer has had the highest turnout which shows how political the 
union. Also being the only Student Union that has a certain position can be exciting and good, 
we’re one of the only Student Unions that don’t have a trans officer. I think Polly’s really good. 

Riddi: there has been a robust process of consultation on what students want the Union to look 
like. International and postgrad students are continuously the most under-represented in the 
student body. I agree with Rob that we are a political union but I think all of the Officers should 
be political campaigners with the aid of our staff. 

Enas: question of Liberation and Access. Already diversity covers such a broad range of 
people. There’s a lot that Liberation encompasses. Bringing them together would be difficult in 
the sense of workload.  

Majid: I’m a postgrad student, I can absolutely say that we feel neglected we don’t feel like 
we’re on your radar, don’t feel like we don’t belong to your community. So the Postgraduate 
Officer role is definitely needed. These are people that have already gone through your 
undergraduate degrees. We need to reengage these students back into the Students Union. 
We don’t need a designated officer to campaign, we are all campaigners we should all be 
campaigning.  

Sara Khan: agrees duty of all Officers is campaigning. Reiterates that the labour of a Liberation 
/ Diversity Officer workload would be huge. Rather than saying it’s the duty of all exec officers 
to be campaigning, I would say it’s their duty to keep in mind postgraduates. Education role 
should be focussing on undergrad and postgrad. The rest of the exec positions focus on 
specific things, I’d be concerned that there would be areas of campaigns that would be 
neglected. Ethical, environmental, working class are topics that aren’t encompassed by other 
roles. I think to get rid of the role would be a huge loss. Postgraduate issue can be solved by 
current Officer positions.  

Emma Atkins: postgrads are currently under diversity not education. I want Postgraduate 
Education Officer. I sit on 26 committees, I have hardly any time to campaign. Having a 
Postgrad Officer would me you would also have a proper education officer that would be able 
to campaign. We’ve got 8,000 postgrads it’s about their campaigns, events and wellbeing 
which is suffering a lot. About employability, socialising. I’m really excited to have a postgrad 
officer.  

Molly Stedman: Can we talk about this more? I feel like voting now on these two options I 
would have to abstain. There’s no sense of compromise between the two. The previous 
referendum was so unclear. It wasn’t clear that by having adding a position, other positions 
would go.  

AT: it’s been a 3 year process. All the student consultations we’ve done on this have resulted in 
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the demand for International and Postgrad Officers. Campaigns Officer was the lowest priority. 

 

Ruth: reiterates rules about one person speaking at a time  

 

AT: highlights clear mandate through various feedback over the past couple of months  

 

Joe Clough: procedural way for more discussion is that this matter is refereed back to liberation 
officers committee, I think that would be a good way forward  

Ruth: we will check the constitution  

Random Panel: what’s the reason there has to be 8? 

AT: there can’t be more than 50% paid governors. We have a high number of officers as it is, 
most Unions have far fewer.  

Ruth: reiterates that the constitution is being checked.  

Majid: asks non procedural question  

Ruth: reminds him that he can’t ask a non-procedural question. Ruth explains the next steps in 
motion  

Joe Clough: a number of people have raised the issue of not enough discussion, amongst 
liberation officers there are differences of opinion. They could discuss and bring up alternative 
proposals. A good idea to refer to Liberation so they can come up with a consensus or different 
proposals that we could vote on.  

Ruth: clarifies it’s a proposal to pass it back to Liberation committee  

Emma Atkins: appreciates that students may feel like there hasn’t been enough discussion. 
However thinks it has to happen as soon as possible for 11,000 postgrad officers and 
international students. Urges people to vote so it doesn’t go to committee as it will delay it until 
next year. Instead wants International and Postgrad Officers as soon as possible.  

Ruth: vote by hand. Raise your hand if you’re in favour to send this policy to the Liberation 
committee 

Ruth: against? Abstentions? 
 
Ruth: move to Alex to summarise 

AT: appreciate heated debate. Engaged with thousands of students over three years, a really 
robust process. As an officer team we’ve worked out how it can work, we’re all campaigners, a 
huge amount of work has gone into this. If we don’t vote we’re saying student feedback doesn’t 
matter and we’re throwing that away.  
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Ruth: use your clickers. Explains clickers  

Ferguson: asks for clarification  

Ruth: clarifies options on clickers  

Ruth: this has not passed. With 65% rather than 66% for. 28 votes for. 15 against. 4 
abstentions. 

Alan Law: asks for revote  
 
Murmurs of support for revote due to such close percentage  

MISSED FEW QUESTIONS DUE TO LAPTOP LOW CHARGE  

Kitty Bartlett: the reason why we can’t have 9 is because the board would be unbalanced. Why 
can’t we just have another student trustee? 

AT: our constitution would mean that would take 2 years  

Ruth: any more questions?  

Dorion: the answer to the question, yes we can it would just take two years, I think that would 
be better than trying to squeeze it into 8 in a year  

Riddi: stresses urgency for international officer, past 2 years none of the international students 
have been looked upon. We have the highest number of international students in the country  

Ruth: any points against? 
 

Adam: my problem is if this motion passes, the need for a postgrad officer will be pushed under 
the carpet. If we vote against this policy, the demand for postgrad will be overlooked. Thinks it 
is unlikely it will be revisited in the future.  

XXX: we all agree that there should postgrad and international. But we can only have 8. We 
shouldn’t vote against tis motion. We should vote for this now. And then vote to work on having 
9 in a few years’ time. But at least we could have an international one now 

Alex Law: a postgrad officer is necessary. Let’s say international officer passed today, when 
could we introduce a postgrad officer.  

Emma Atkins: it would be subject to a referendum, you would need 600 officers to hold a 
referendum. If 600 signatures were collected. 

Ruth: I’m told the earliest it could happen is approved in senate in September 2018 and elected 
in March 2018.  

Majid: is there an option to keep postgrad and lose international? There hasn’t been that option 
presented today. Or can we merge the roles together? A role that looks after international AND 
postgrad 
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Riddi: my proposal was to have two officers.  

Joe Clough: experience at NUS indicates that having a full time position for something doesn’t 
necessarily solve the issue. Some of my proudest moments in the Union have been through 
the Campaigns Officer. Save Our Caterers campaign really helped the working class. Merged 
campaigns and citizenship officer would undermine ability of students union to represent 
working class and students in general  

Ruth: due to timing we’re moving to summary  

AT: its clear there’s a lot of concerns about postgrad being under represented. Hopefully we’ll 
have a referendum at some point to get a postgrad officer too. In the meantime, we have a lot 
of international students who need representation, so voting for one now would be a really 
good thing  

Ruth: explains clicker voting options  

Passed 76% 

Add plus to LGBQ – Celine Allaker 

Needed to include intersex a sexual a romantic 

Include the various identities of people at the university 

Although some people are happy using Q, other people are not comfortable with it and 
therefore we need a plus 

Fuse guy: Why isn’t there a T in the office title? 

Celine: Separate officer for trans 

No summary 

Passed 91% 

Policy Proposals: 

Sex worker solidarity – Rob Noon 

There are many students across the UK who are sex workers. Due to increased fees 
increasingly common among students 

Increasingly picked up by policy 

Can be pushed out onto the streets or kicked out of their course by the university 

On behalf of the feminist collective – proposed on behalf of Sara 

Riddi: Unusual for an officer to be mandated to do something 

Amendment  

Jake Shaw: Gendered assumptions – a lot of the proposal assumes that women are sex 
workers. Charging the women’s officer or diversity officer to recognise that men are also 
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affected by the issue.  

Q Sara: Definitely agree and wants to look at it again. Went back over the amendment and 
proposal and an attempt was made to not make gendered assumptions or refer to sex workers 
in a non-gendered way 

Amendment Passed: 97%???? COULDN’T HEAR 

Fuse: Instead raise the issue that the union should be looking to employ more members so that 
they do not have to go down this route at all. Sure the best way of dealing with this issue is to 
make sure they don’t have to do it at all. 

Sara: Union already does make a concerted effort to employ its students. The assumption that 
everyone who does it is forced into it is wrong and it is a far more nuanced issue than that. 
Some people do it because they want to. Reinforcing stigma around sex work to say ‘we want 
you to do some other work’. 

Passed: 79% 

Accessible prayer spaces on campus 

Sara: At the moment on campus there are parent spaces in Ellen Wilkinson Stopford and 
Sackville and it is great that we have them but it is only small proportion. Some campuses 
there are none. 

As an officer last year did survey into how safe students feel on campus. 86% respondents 
wanted to pray but couldn’t. And numerous had been harassed while praying. 

Make spaces larger and washing facilities and shoe racks and expand to other spaces on 
campus. 

Fuse: Do you think that the prayer spaces have been advertised enough to justify putting this 
policy forward.  

S: A lot of the times they knew where they were but it was too far for them to go from class. 
Having to choose between praying and studying. Prayer spaces in every building 

Fuse: Are there any spare buildings in Fallowfield? 

Against  

Fuse: The issue between classes and prayer spaces. Why do we need additional prayer 
spaces in Fallowfield if the main issue is getting between classes and praying? Surely the 
space needs to be on campus? 

For: 

A: People end up running to lectures. The broader issue is that there aren’t enough prayer 
spaces on campus and it is causing people hardship and timeout to play. Look at the problem 
in general rather than a specific line of the policy. 

Passed: 83% 
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Alex: Shame we didn’t get a postgrad officer. If anyone wants to get involved with post grad 
engagement speak to him afterwards. 

Chair closes wishing everyone well 

 

 

Agenda Topic #5: Questions for Officers 

 

Action Items: None 

Agenda Topic #6:   

1. Endorse the Policy Review  
(minutes go here) 

 
 

2. Add the + to LGBQ 
 (minutes go here) 

 

Action Items: EC to update data system. 

Agenda Topic #7: Policy Proposals 

 
1. Sex Worker Solidarity 
(Insert text about what was discussed, what was spoke against and how senate voted 

here) 
 
2. Accessible Prayer Spaces on Campus 
(Insert text about what was discussed, what was spoke against and how senate voted 

here) 
 
3. Releasing Exam Dates 
(Insert text about what was discussed, what was spoke against and how senate voted 

here) 
 
4. Free Menstrual Products in Bathrooms 
(Insert text about what was discussed, what was spoke against and how senate voted 

here) 
 
5. A Visible Policy About Making Policy About Making Policy Visible 
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(Insert text about what was discussed, what was spoke against and how senate voted 
here) 

 
6. Lobby the University to Create a New Staffing and Pay Review Body 
(Insert text about what was discussed, what was spoke against and how senate voted 

here) 
 
7. Reporting Sexual Assault 
(Insert text about what was discussed, what was spoke against and how senate voted 

here) 
 
8. Stop the Sale of Plastic Water Bottles in the SU 
(Insert text about what was discussed, what was spoke against and how senate voted 

here) 
 
9. Support for Students’ Abroad  
(Insert text about what was discussed, what was spoke against and how senate voted 

here) 
 

 

Action Items: EC to update SU Policy Register and Bye Laws. 

Agenda Item #8: Resolutions 

The Union should promote and advertise the graduate entrepreneur schemes for international 
students  

 

Any other business:   

 

Next meeting: Thursday 8th February 18:00-20:00 

 

 


